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This book provides a broad, yet comprehensive  overview of legal discipline and elements outlining the current shape and future  state of antitrust.

Inside the Minds: Winning Antitrust Strategies is an authoritative,  insider’s perspective on the basic pillars that govern antitrust and  competition, the essential capabilities of the successful practitioner and the  future of the discipline, on a global scale. Featuring Department Heads, Leading  Partners and Group Chairs of antitrust, all representing some of the nation’s  top firms, this book provides a broad, yet comprehensive overview of this legal  discipline and the elements there within, outlining the current shape and future  state of antitrust. With a detailed explanation of the governing statutes of  antitrust law and key strategies for success, including the essential components  of negotiation and litigation, as well as the critical steps involved in joint  ventures and licensing agreements, authors articulate the finer points around  antitrust now, and what will hold true into the future. The different niches  represented and the breadth of perspectives presented enable readers to get  inside some of the great legal minds of today as experts offer up their  expertise on this fascinating practice area—where law, economics and strategy  intersect.
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Inside the Windows 95 Registry: A Guide for Programmers, System Administrators, and UsersO'Reilly, 1996

	What Windows 95 developers have been looking for! An in-depth examination of the Windows 95 registry, the new central "storage facility" for settings that replaces most of the old SYSTEM.INI and WIN.INI settings found in Windows 3.x.This book covers remote registry access, differences between the Win95 and NT registries, and...
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Cancer Gene Therapy (Contemporary Cancer Research)Humana Press, 2004

	A complete introduction and guide to the latest developments in cancer gene therapy-from bench to bedside. The authors comprehensively review the anticancer genes and gene delivery methods currently available for cancer gene therapy, including the transfer of genetic material into the cancer cells, stimulation of the immune system to...
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Database Concepts (6th Edition)Pearson Education, 2012

	Colin Johnson is a production supervisor for a small manufacturer in Seattle. Several years

	ago, Colin wanted to build a database to keep track of components in product packages. At

	the time, he was using a spreadsheet to perform this task, but he could not get the reports

	he needed from the spreadsheet. Colin had heard about...
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Building Web Applications With SAS/IntrNet: A Guide to the Application Dispatcher (SAS Press)SAS Institute, 2007
Learn how you can save countless hours of research and development time building your Web applications with the SAS/IntrNet Application Dispatcher. Author Don Henderson illustrates the multitude of features and capabilities available in the SAS/IntrNet Application Dispatcher and shows you how to take better advantage of these tools to make your...
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AutoCAD Workbook for Architects and EngineersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
This practical step-by-step guide - designed for use at your computer - gives clear, compact instructions and self-test exercises to help you learn 2-D drawing using AutoCAD. The text is written for use on all AutoCAD releases from 2000 to 2008. 

Computer-aided drawing is a skill that every student in architecture, engineering, the trades...
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Environmental Modeling Using Satellite Imaging and Dataset Re-processing (Studies in Big Data, 54)Springer, 2019

	This book introduces methods of re-processing images to extract numerical information that can be used to quantify the observables in environmental modelling. Experiments or procedures that yield large images can be statistically or parametrically examined. Through the use of open source libraries, the book shows how ‘big data’...
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